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Abstract 

A space-time Galerkin/least-squares finite element method was presented in [l] for numerical simulation of single-carrier 
hydrodynamic semiconductor device equations. The single-carrier hydrodynamic device equations were shown to resemble the 
ideal gas equations and Galerkin/least-squares finite element method, originally developed for computational fluid dynamics 
equations [16], was extended to solve semiconductor device applications. In this paper, the space-time Galerkin/least-squares 
finite element method is further extended and generalized to solve two-carrier hydrodynamic device equations. The proposed 
formulation is based on a time-discontinuous Galerkin method, in which physical entropy variables are employed. A standard 
Galerkin finite element method is applied to the Poisson equation. Numerical simulations are performed on the coupled Poisson 
and the two-carrier hydrodynamic equations employing a staggered approach. 

A mathematical analysis of the time-dependent multi-dimensional hydrodynamic model is performed to determine well-posed 
boundary conditions for electrical contacts. The number of boundary conditions that need to be specified for the hydrodynamic 
equations at inflow and outflow boundaries of the device are derived. Example boundary conditions that are based either on 
physical and/or mathematical basis are presented. 

Stability of the numerical algorithms is addressed. The space-time Galerkin/least-squares finite element method and the 
standard Galerkin finite element method for the hydrodynamic and Poisson equations, respectively, are shown to be stable. 
Specifically, a Clausius-Duhem inequality, a basic stability requirement, is derived for the hydrodynamic equations and the 
proposed numerical method automatically satisfies this stability requirement. Numerical simulations are performed on one- and 
two-dimensional two-carrier p-n diodes and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed numerical method. 

Notation 

particle identification; takes the value of 1 for electrons or 2 for holes 
boundary of spatial domain 
spatial boundary where essential boundary conditions are prescribed 
spatial boundary where natural boundary conditions are prescribed 
generalized entropy function for the ath particle 
dielectric permittivity 
heat-conductivity of the ath particle 
differential operator for the ath particle 
eigenvalues of convective Jacobian matrix for the ath particle 
low-field mobility of the ath particle 
specific chemical potential of the (Y th particle 
spatial domain 
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L 

4, 
B(. 3 .L, 

BGLSC.3 .L, 

LG,L(.L, 

LGLS(.L* 

element spatial domain at the nth time slab 
electrostatic potential 
weighting function for the Poisson equation 
applied bias 
built-in potential 
intrinsic time scales matrix of the ath particle employed in Galerkin/least-squares 
formulation 
electron life time 
hole life time 
momentum relaxation time for the tvth particle 
energy relaxation time for the ath particle 
constant defining ratio of specific heats for the CI th particle 
Kronecker delta; =l for i = j and 0 otherwise 
collision terms 
convective Jacobian matrix of the ath particle with respect to conservation variables in 
direction i 
Riemannian metric tensor for the ath particle 
convective Jacobian matrix of the ath particle with respect to entropy variables in 
direction i 
convective Jacobian matrix of the crth particle with respective primitive variables in 
direction i 
boundary of nth space time slab 
left-hand side operator for the weak form of the hydrodynamic equations for the crth 
particle at time level n 
left-hand side operator for the Galerkin form of the hydrodynamic equations for the 
(Y th particle at time level n 
left-hand side operator for the Galerkin/least-squares form of the hydrodynamic 
equations for the a th particle at time level n 
left-hand side operator for the Poisson equation 
speed of sound for the CY th particle 
vector of non-linear boundary conditions for the (Y th particle 
electric field vector 
electric field along direction i 

source vector for the LY th particle 
source vector for the ath particle when primitive variables are used 
convective flux vector for the ath particle in direction i 

heat flux vector for the ath particle in direction i 

avalanche generation term (neglected in this paper) 
nth time interval 
diffusion matrix for the ath particle with respect to conservation variables in directions 
4 j 
diffusion matrix for the ath particle with respect to entropy variables in directions i, j 

diffusion matrix for the crth particle with respect to primitive variables in directions i, j 
right-hand side operator for the weak form of the hydrodynamic equations for the ath 
particle at time level n 
right-hand side operator for the Galerkin form of the hydrodynamic equations for the 
ath particle at time level )2 
right-hand side operator for the Galerkin/least-squares form of the hydrodynamic 
equations for the ath particle at time level n 
right-hand side operator for the Poisson equation 

finite element spatial shape function of node A for the nth time slab 
concentration of ionized acceptor 
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concentration of ionized donor 
pressure of the cuth particle 
space time slab at time level n 

element space time slab at time level n 
gas constant of the ath particle 
recombination, Shockley-Read-Hall recombination and Auger recombination 
lattice temperature 
temperature of the Cyth particle 
conservative variable vector of the (Y th particle 
primitive variable vector of the &h particle 
entropy variable vector of the CY th particle 
carrier concentration of the oth particle 
concentration of electrons 
concentration of holes 
intrinsic carrier concentration 
specific heat of the ath particle at constant volume 
internal energy of the cr th particle per unit mass 
kinetic energy of the cvth particle per unit mass 
total energy of the ath particle per unit mass 
prescribed boundary conditions of the ath particle along direction i 

Boltzmann constant 
free electron mass 
mass of the ath particle 
electron mass 
hole mass 
unit outward normal 
number of degrees of freedom for hydrodynamic equations 
number of space-time finite elements at time level n 
number of space dimensions 
momentum density vector of the ath particle 
heat flux vector of the ath particle 
heat flux of the cvth particle along direction i 

thermodynamic entropy of the &h particle per unit mass 
velocity vector of the cuth particle 
velocity of the (Y th particle along direction i 

saturation velocity of the (Y th particle 
vector of nodal unknowns at node A for the hydrodynamic system of the crth particle at 
time level n + 1 
energy density of the ath particle 
vector of weighting functions at node A for the hydrodynamic system of the ath particle 
at time level n + 1 
equilibrium energy density of the ath particle 
denotes the variation of X 
denotes a finite element approximation 
denotes a reference value 

1. Introduction 

The classical drift-diffusion (DD) equations for semiconductor device modeling assume a simple 
linear relationship between carrier velocity and the local electric field and negligible temperature 
gradients. The first assumption suppresses the velocity overshoot phenomena where the velocity can 
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locally exceed the asymptotic limit placed by the DD model and the second assumption suppresses the 
carrier heating phenomena. With the scaling of silicon devices into deep submicron regimes, non- 
stationary phenomena such as velocity overshoot and carrier heating are becoming increasingly 
important to determine the characteristics of these devices. As a result, there has been a shift away 
from the commonly employed DD model and advanced transport models, such as the energy transport 
(ET) and the hydrodynamic (HD) models, have become increasingly popular. Both energy transport 
and hydrodynamic models can be derived from the Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE) and the 
hydrodynamic model involves fewer assumptions compared to the energy transport model. In the 
hydrodynamic model, the carrier drift velocity is solved explicitly and this is needed for accurate 
description of the state-of-the-art devices. Hence, the selection of the hydrodynamic model for 
semiconductor device simulation in this study. 

The electrical current inside a material results from the transport of mobile charges called carriers. 
For semiconductors, after applying the energy band model to the periodic potentials of the crystal 
lattice, these carriers can be viewed as two types of oppositely-charged free articles moving in vacuum 
with modified effective mass and permittivity. The positively-charged carriers are called holes and the 
negatively-charged carriers are called electrons. Comprehensive semiconductor device simulation based 
on the hydrodynamic model involves solving a system of coupled electron hydrodynamic equations, 
hole hydrodynamic equations and the Poisson equation. This system is referred to as a two-carrier 
(involving both electrons and holes) hydrodynamic transport model. The device operation can be 
approximated by single-carrier (either electron or hole) in some simplified cases and numerical results 
based on the hydrodynamic model have been presented for single-carrier devices [l, 2, 8, 9, 241. In [8, 
9, 241 finite difference and volume based schemes were employed. In our work [l, 21, a space-time 
Galerkin/least-squares (GLS) finite element scheme was employed. Finite element methods provide a 
more general framework than finite difference or volume based schemes, but are generally considered 
unsuitable for device applications [25]. The complex interaction between electrons and holes gives rise 
to solutions which vary several orders of magnitude within a few Angstroms. Robust numerical schemes 
are needed to guarantee stability, convergence and accuracy. In this paper the finite element numerical 
scheme presented in [l] is generalized to solve two-carrier hydrodynamic device equations. Our 
numerical results dispel the myth that finite elements are not suitable for semiconductor device 
simulation. 

This paper addresses a number of numerical and mathematical issues related to the hydrodynamic 
model. First, the resemblance of the hydrodynamic equations to the ideal gas equations is exploited. 
The finite element numerical schemes developed by Hughes et al. [16] for compressible Euler and 
Navier-Stokes equations are extended to efficiently solve the coupled hydrodynamic equations. 
Second, the issue of boundary conditions for the hydrodynamic model is addressed. The number of 
boundary conditions to be specified for electrical contacts are derived and it is shown that the number 
of boundary conditions to be specified for the hydrodynamic model are different from those of the 
Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. Several sets of boundary conditions are proposed for subsonic/ 
supersonic inflows/outflows. Practical difficulties in specifying well-posed conditions are addressed. 
Third, the stability of the proposed numerical schemes is established. Specifically, Clausius-Duhem 
inequalities are derived for the hydrodynamic device equations and the numerical scheme is shown to 
satisfy these inequalities. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the two-carrier hydrodynamic semiconductor 
device equations and the Poisson equation. Section 3 describes the assumptions employed in the 
hydrodynamic model, discusses the relationship to ideal gas equations, presents a conservation form on 
which the symmetrization procedures are developed, and introduces a finite element variational 
formulation. Section 4 presents theoretical results on boundary conditions. Section 5 discusses the GLS 
numerical scheme for hydrodynamic equations, establishes the stability and consistency of the 
numerical scheme. Section 6 presents a brief overview of the standard Galerkin finite element method 
for Poisson equations and establishes the stability and consistency of the method. Section 7 presents the 
solution scheme to solve the coupled two-carrier hydrodynamic and Poisson equations. Section 8 
presents numerical results for one-dimensional and two-dimensional diodes and conclusions are 
presented in Section 9. 
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2. Semiconductor equations 

191 

The motion of electrons and holes within a semiconductor can be best described by the integro- 
differential Boltzmann Transport Equation. Closed-form solution for this equation is not possible 
except for a few simple cases. The most successful approach to solve the BTE is by Monte Carlo 
simulation. An attractive alternative for semiconductor device simulation is to employ the hydro- 
dynamic model. The hydrodynamic semiconductor device equations can be derived from the BTE by 
considering the first three moments, defining, respectively, the particle continuity, conservation of 
momentum and energy ]5] for the electrons and holes. The two systems of equations obtained from the 
first three moments of BTE can be summarized as follows 

dW 
--g + v- (u,w,) = (-1)*&c&, . E) 

for (Y = 1, 2. Repeated index (Y does not imply summation. In Eqs. (l)-(3), c, is the particle 
concentration; u, is the particle velocity vector, p, is the particle momentum density vector; T, is the 
particle temperature; w, is the particle energy density; q, is the particle heat flux vector; E is the 

ap c 1 LI 

at col 

aw 
-v-(u,c,k,T,) -v*q, + -7g 

[ 1 col 

magnitude of an elementary charge; k, is the Boltzmann constant and [ lco, denotes the collision terms 
accounting for the particle-particle interactions, particle-lattice interactions, the transfer of energy 
between particle and lattice, and the generation and recombination process. 

As noted above, Eqs. (l)-(3) represent two systems of equations corresponding to (Y = 1 and (Y = 2. 
We define the system with (Y = 1 to be the equations governing the electrons, and the system with CY = 2 
to be the equations governing the holes. In the sequel, Greek subscript CY designates the electron and 
hole system according to the above stated convention and repeated Greek subscript does not imply 
summation. (Y is part of the variable symbol to emphasize the system to which it belongs. 

The electron and hole concentrations are coupled to the electrostatic potential, JI, by the Poisson 
equation. The Poisson equation, derived from Maxwells equations [25], is given by 

V. (8E) = -E(c~ - cZ - N; + NJ (4) 

where 0 is the dielectric permittivity, N, + is the concentration of the ionized donor, N; is the 
concentration of ionized acceptor and E is the electric field vector. The electric field is related to the 
electrostatic potential by the equation 

E=-VJ, (5) 

3. .Hydrodynamic model 

3.1. Simplification and assumptions 

Eqs. (l)-(5) represent an indeterminate system of equations as the number of unknowns are more 
than the number of equations. In order to facilitate a solution to the device model a few constitutive 
approximations need to be made. The carrier momentum density vector can be represented as 

P, = m,c,u, (6) 

where m, represents the particle mass. Note that mr = 0.26m, and m2 = 0.386m,, where m, is the free 
electron mass. The carrier energy density can be expressed as 
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The heat conduction is assumed to be given by the Fourier law, i.e. 

q, = - K,VT 
a 

The particle heat-conductivity K, is given by the Wiedemann-Franz law as 

K = a 

where ku is the particle low-field mobility and T,, is the lattice temperature (which is assumed to be 
constant in this paper). s is a parameter associated with the energy dependence of the momentum 
relaxation time. In this study, s = -2 is employed. 

The collision term, [aca /at],,, , in Eq. (1) describes the rate of change of particle concentration due to 
collisions. This term is neglected for single carrier devices, as in [l]. In the presence of both electrons 
and holes, this collision term has significant contribution to the transport equations and introduces 
coupling between the electron and hole transport systems. The collision term for the continuity 
equation describes the generation and recombination processes and has the following form 

ac I 1 a 
at 

=G-R 
COI 

(10) 

where G is the avalanche generation term and R is the recombination term. The recombination term is 
a sum of Shockley-Read-Hall and Auger recombinations [25], i.e. 

R = hw +RAU (11) 

The physical processes involved with the Auger recombination and the avalanche generation terms 
remain subjects of active investigation; these terms are not modeled in this study. The Shockley-Read- 
Hall recombination is given by 

R 
ClCZ - c:nt 

SRH = T2(cl + tint) + T1(c2 + ‘int) 
(12) 

where tint is the intrinsic carrier concentration for the silicon material, pi is the electron life time and r2 
is the hole life time and a value of 10e7 s is employed for both electron and hole lifetimes in this study. 

The collision term, [ap, /at],,, , in Eq. (2) describes the particle rate of change of momentum due to 
collisions. This collision term can be treated by employing a relaxation time approximation [4] as 

ap 
[ 1 a =- 

at col 

p_+$ z$ 
7pu a [ 1 co1 

(13) 

The second term in the above equation accounts for the rate of change of momentum due to particle 
generation and recombination processes. The validity of this term is still a subject of active 
investigation. This term is included in our model as an option. The simulation results presented in this 
paper, however, do not include this term. In Eq. (13), 7Pa denotes the momentum relaxation time given 

by 

ma Paa T” 
'P" = ET 

a 

(14) 

The collision term, [&v, / a&,,, in Eq. (3) describes the particle rate of change of energy due to 
collisions. This collision term can also be treated by employing relaxation time approximation as 

I 1 aw, =_ (w, - Th> w, ace 
at col 7 wa +c, at COI [ 1 (15) 

The second term in the above equation accounts for the rate of change of energy density due to particle 
generation and recombination processes. Similar to the discussion on the collision term for the 
momentum conservation equation, our numerical results do not include this term although it can be 
included as an option to our model easily. In Eq. (15) 
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WOa =; c,k,T, 

denotes the equilibrium energy density and T,, denotes the energy relaxation time expressed as 

and u,, denotes the particle saturation velocity. 

3.2. Relationship to ideal gas equations 

In [l] we have established the resemblance of the hydrodynamic semiconductor device equations for 
single carrier transport to the compressible Euler and Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics. The 
result can be extended to the two carrier transport problem in a straightforward manner. Specifically, 
one can treat the electron and hole transport equations analogous to interacting flows with two different 
gas types. Formally, the resemblance to ideal gas equations can be stated as follows: 

The o th particle /carrier hydrodynamic transport equations, without neglecting the convective terms, 
represent the flow of an ideal gas with the particle gas constant R, = k,/m,, the ratio of specific heats 
y, = 513, pressu r e 
where et’ and e:‘” 

P, = c,R,T, and the total energy per unit mass ert = lSR,T, + 0.5 lu,lz = ezf + ef”, 
denote the internal and kinetic energies per unit mass, respectively. Furthermore, the 

oth carrier transport equations resemble the compressible Euler equations with the addition of the heat 
conduction term, the collision terms and the electric field terms which couple with the Poisson equation. 

3.3. System form and symmetrization 

The two-carrier hydrodynamic equations stated in Eqs. (l)-(3) can be put in the form of a system of 
equations as 

U,,, + F:i,i = F:i,i + F, 

where 

u, = 

u CIl 

u a2 1) u a3 =c, 

u a4 

u a5 

0 
0 

Fti= 0 0 0 

-%i 

F, = I 
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U CT1 

U a2 

U a3 
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‘cxi 

( ClC2 - C?“,) 
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72(Cl + Cint) + Tl(c2 + ‘in,) 

2 (-l)“E, _S] 

a [ a 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

11 
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It is useful to rewrite Eq. (18) in the quasi-linear form as 

Ua,, + A$,., = (Kcx,K,L + F, (22) 

where A,; =Fi, u and KJJ,,, = FL,. The matrices A,, do not possess the properties of symmetry or 
positiveness and: Trr general, are functions of U,. In the following, a brief review is presented on the 
symmetrization techniques for Eq. (22) as the finite element formulation based on a symmetrized form 
of Eq. (22) can be shown to be unconditionally stable. 

Symmetrization procedures for systems of form (22) have been investigated by Harten [13]. A 
generalized entropy function was proposed by Hughes et al. [17] for symmetrization of compressible 
Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. In [l] a generalized entropy function was employed for symmetri- 
zation of electron hydrodynamic transport equations. Since the form of the advection and diffusion 
matrix operators is similar for both electron and hole transport equations, a function similar to the one 
employed for electron hydrodynamic equations can also be employed for hole hydrodynamic equations. 
Employing generalized entropy functions of the form 

c7t?a = -c,s, (23) 

where s, is the thermodynamic entropy per unit mass, a symmetrized form for Eq. (22) can be obtained 
as 

(24) 

where the matrix operators iai, iUij are symmetric and A”,0 is symmetric and positive definite. V, are 
referred to as entropy variables for particle cy and are defined as 

s 1 =- va = au, T, 

iuo/z 
Pa- 2 

u 

[ I al 

u,2 
u a3 

-1 

(25) 

where pa = ez’ + Pa/c, - Tasu is the particle specific chemical potential. The specific form of s, is given 

by 

(26) 

where c,, is the particle specific heat at constant volume and the quantities with subscript ‘0’ denote the 
reference quantities. The definitions of the symmetrized matrix operators have been given in [l] for the 
electron hydrodynamic system. The matrix operators for hole hydrodynamic system can be defined in a 
similar manner by properly replacing the electron transport quantities with hole transport quantities. 

4. Boundary conditions 

Well-posed boundary conditions play an important role in numerical simulations. Prescribing 
many boundary conditions may preclude the existence of smooth solutions. Specifying too 

too 
few 

boundary conditions, on the other hand, may preclude uniqueness of the solution. Specification of 
improper number of boundary conditions can affect the convergence of the numerical schemes. Hence, 
it is important that one specifies the proper set of boundary conditions for numerical simulations. 
Well-posed boundary conditions for the classical DD model are well understood. The same set of 
boundary conditions, however, do not give well-posedness for the HD model. Thomann and Odeh [30] 
have shown that the boundary conditions based on the DD model are not sufficient for the HD model. 
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While they have shown that additional boundary conditions are needed for the HD model, their 
analysis has been focused on the 2D hydrodynamic model and for subsonic flows. 

Bova and Carey [6] have reported a study on boundary conditions for HD equations, taking 
advantage of the resemblance of HD equations to compressible Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. 
The number of boundary conditions that they have proposed are identical to those specified for Euler 
equations. In doing so they assumed that the diffusive effect of the heat flux term on the average energy 
is small on the boundaries; however, this assumption lacks a physical basis. As shall be shown in this 
paper, the proper number of boundary conditions that need to be specified for the HD equations are 
not identical to those of the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations. Well-posed boundary conditions for 
Euler and Navier-Stokes equations have been investigated by Strikwerda [29], Gustafson and 
Sundstrom [12], Oliger and Sundstrom [22], among others. The concepts developed in these studies are 
extended to derive well-posed boundary conditions for the HD equations. In this paper an analysis is 
performed on the general multi-dimensional (one-, two- and three-dimensional) HD equations to 
include the heat flux term and to place no restriction on the type of flow, albeit subsonic or supersonic 
nature. 

4.1. Primitive variable form 

The two-carrier hydrodynamic equations discussed in this paper can be written in system form using 
primitive variables (c,, u,, 7’J. The primitive variables are used to analyze the number of boundary 
conditions that need to be specified at the inflow and outflow boundaries, that constitute a well-posed 
Initial Boundary Value Problem (IBVP). Using primitive variables, the conservation laws can be written 
using matrix-operators as 

(27) 

where ea denotes the primitive variables, bai denotes the advection matrices, 4, denotes the diffusion 
matrices and 13, denotes the source vector consisting of the collision and electric field terms. The 
explicit definitions of the advection matrices are given below with Gm = {T,, c,, u,}~ 

-41 0 -('~a -l)T, 0 0 
0 -U,l -cm 0 0 

A,, = 

/ii,, = 

A,, = 

-42 
R, Ta 

c, 
-u,1 0 0 

0 0 0 -urn1 0 

0 0 0 0 -urn 

-%2 0 0 -('~a -1)Tu 0 
0 -ucI2 0 -ca 0 

0 0 -UC72 0 0 

-% 
R, T.2 

0 
ca --urn2 0 

0 0 0 0 --urn2 

-43 0 0 0 -('~a -lITa 
0 -u,3 0 0 -Cm 

0 0 -43 0 0 

0 0 0 -%x3 0 

-R, 
R, T, 

0 0 
C, 

-u,3 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 
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Note that AiU, are square but non-symmetric matrices. Similarly, the diffusion matrices can be expressed 
as kaj, = K&, where 8, is the kronecker delta (8, = 1 for i = j and 6, = 0 for i #j) and 

(31) 

iaij are rank-deficient matrices. 

4.2. Conditions for well-posedness 

The literature on well-posedness for incompletely parabolic problems dates back to 1970s. Strikwer- 
da’s thesis [29] on well-posed boundary conditions for incompletely parabolic problems addressed 
several issues related to the necessary and sufficient conditions for the PDE systems of form (27) to be 
well-posed. This work also paved way for a number of studies addressing boundary conditions for 
several physical problems. Of notable interest is the one by Gustafson and Sundstrom [12], addressing 
the issue of well-posed boundary conditions for equations of fluid dynamics and shallow water. By 
following the work in these two references, we extend the concepts to study the proper boundary 
conditions for the HD device equations, which can be considered as intermediary between Euler and 
Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. To derive the number of boundary conditions that need to be imposed 
at inflow and outflow boundaries, several results reported in [29] and [12] are utilized. The main 
theorems and the definitions needed are briefly stated here; interested readers are referred to the 
references for the proofs. 

DEFINITION 1. Let 6’“, be the initial conditions to Eq. (27). The system (27) is said to be well-posed 
if there is a constant em such that 

II&A c cuir,,II + IIRAI~ (32) 

Consider the incompletely parabolic system of partial differential equations given in Eq. (27) with 
constant coefficient matrices. The diffusion matrices I& are rank deficient with rank 1 < IZ, where n is 
the order of the square matrices ao,; and kaij. From Eq. (31), it follows that 

where 

Aai is partitioned as 

(33) 

(34) 

cQ is also partitioned accordingly as fia = [cm,, iT,,,17‘ where cm, = T, and timI1 = {c,, u~}~. 

THEOREM 1 (Strikwerda (291 and Gustafson et al. [12]). System (27) is said to be well posed, if the 
system 

aI _ gcll) a2kI air 
at a11 ax,x, (35) 
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is parabolic and that the system 

197 

(36) 

is strictly hyperbolic. 

THEOREM 2 (Strikwerda [29/). Consider the initial boundary value problem for the system (27) on a 
half space; i.e. x1 >O and --co<x,, x3 < m with constant coefficients. For the system (27) to be 
well-posed, the number of independent boundary conditions is given by r + p, where r is the rank of ia1, 
and p is the number of negative eigenvalues of A&:2’. 

THEOREM 3 (Strikwerda 1291). Suppose the system (27) is approximated by a set of frozen coefficient 
matrices. If the approximated system to (27) is well-posed, then system (27) is well-posed. 

REMARKS: 

6) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Gustafson and Sundstrom [12] have shown that the definition given for well-posedness in 
Theorem 1 is not sufficient. They illustrated the problem using examples where the conditions 
stated in Theorem 1 are satisfied, but the solution has an exponential growth rate. However, 
such exponential growth rates cannot be obtained for symmetrizable incompletely parabolic 
systems. Since the NS and HD equations can be symmetrized, Theorem 1 is a sufficient 
condition for well-posedness. 
Using the result in Theorem 2, analysis will be performed for an inflow boundary parallel to the 
y-axis (or an electrical contact parallel to y-axis). The analysis and results apply analogously to 
inflow boundaries parallel to X- or z-axis. 
With Theorem 3, the examination of well-posed boundary conditions can be restricted to 
constant coefficient systems, instead of the more general quasi-linear system of equations. 

4.3. Number of independent boundary conditions for HD equations 

The theorems cited above can be directly applied to determine the number of independent boundary 
conditions for the HD equations. In the following, the analysis is performed on the equations for the 
general three-dimensional problem, and the results are analogously applicable for one- and two- 
dimensional problems. From the matrix definitions g$y in Eqs. (28)-(30), it is clear that the rank of 
the diffusion matrix ial is one and the submatrix A,, of the advection matrix A,, is given as 

(37) 

According to Theorem 2, the number of boundary conditions can be de\?@ned by finding the number 
of negative eigenvalues of the above matrix. The four eigenvalues of A,, are 

A,, = A& = -u,i 

A,, = -u,i + c, (38) 

A,, = -ual - c, 

where C, = a is the speed of sound. From (38), the number of boundary conditions can be 
derived by classifying the inflow and outflow as either subsonic ((u,il < C,) or supersonic (]u,il > C,) 
flow: 

(1) Subsonic inflow (C, > ual > 0): In this case three of the eigenvalues (Aa1, Au2, Au4) of Ar12’ are 
negative. Thus a total of 4 boundary conditions are needed for the inflow to ensure well- 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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posedness (for the Euler and NS equations four and five boundary conditions are needed, 
respectively, for the inflow). 
$&onic ouflow (0 > u,, > -C,): In this case there is only one negative eigenvalue (had) in 
A al . Therefore, a total of two boundary conditions is needed for the outflow to ensure 
well-posedness of the system (for the Euler and NS equations, one and four boundary conditions 
are needed, respectively, for the outflow). 
Supersonic inflow (u,, > C, > 0): In this case all four eigenvalues of i1?2:’ are negative. We thus 
need to specify five boundary conditions at the inflow for a well-posed system (the Euler and NS 
equations also require five boundary conditions). 
Supersonic outflow (0 > -Cm > u,,): In this case all eigenvalues of A:,*) are positive and we need 
to specify just one boundary condition at the outflow to ensure well-posedness of the system (for 
the Euler and NS equations, we need zero and four, boundary conditions, respectively, for the 
outflow). 

Table 1 summarizes the number of independent boundary conditions for one-, two- and three- 
dimensional flows for the Euler, Navier-Stokes and HD equations. In general, we can express the 
number of boundary conditions in terms of the number of primitive variables (i.e. the degree of 
freedom IZ dof per each node) as tabulated in Table 2. Note that ndof = nsd + 2, where nsd is the number 
of space dimensions equal to 1, 2, 3 for lD, 2D and 3D problems, respectively. 

4.4. Specification of boundary conditions 

The classical energy method can be applied to show well-posedness for symmetrizable incompletely 
parabolic systems. In this approach, energy growth expressions are derived by considering the 
variational forms for the frozen coefficient system of equations (Eqs. (24) or (27)). These expressions 
have been derived for Euler and Navier-Stokes equations in [12] and for the hydrodynamic device 

Table 1 
Number of independent boundary conditions 

Type of flow Euler NS HD 

One-dimensional flow 
Subsonic inflow 2 3 2 

Subsonic outflow 1 2 2 

Supersonic inflow 3 3 3 

Supersonic outflow 0 2 I 

Two-dimensional fiow 
Subsonic inflow 3 4 3 

Subsonic outflow I 3 2 
Supersonic inflow 4 4 1 

Supersonic outflow 0 3 I 

Three-dimensional flow 
Subsonic inflow 4 5 3 

Subsonic outflow 1 4 2 
Supersonic inflow 5 5 5 
Supersonic outflow 0 3 I 

Table 2 

Summary of independent boundary conditions for l-. 2- and 3D flows 

Type of flow Euler NS HD 

Subsonic inflow ndol -1 ndot n&If -1 
Subsonic outflow I ndol -I 2 
Supersonic inflow nd<,t ndot ndCPf 
Supersonic outflow 0 ndof -- 1 1 
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equations in [3]. In these references it was shown that to obtain boundedness of the solution at all 
times, the boundary integrals contained in the energy growth expression need to be positive, i.e. 

where Vi denotes the variation of V,. The definition for VL is given in Eq. (40). 

v& = 

Substituting the definitions for VL, ia1 and &ii, Eq. (39) can be rewritten as 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

The boundary conditions for HD equations are imposed by satisfying the positivity condition specified 
in Eq. (41). In the following, we will consider each of the four cases discussed before, i.e. subsonic/ 
supersonic inflow and subsonic/supersonic outflow, and derive a set(s) of boundary conditions and 
show that these boundary conditions satisfy the inequality equation (41). 

4.4.1. Subsonic inflow (C, > ual > 0) 
From Table 2 we need to specify 2, 3 and 4 boundary conditions for lD, 2D and 3D, respectively. 

One set of possible boundary conditions are summarized below 
1D: c,u,~ =gal and T, =ga2 

2~ c,ual =gal, urn2 =ga2 and T, =ga3 
3D: c,u,~ = gal, ua2 =grr2, ua3 = gu3 and T, = gu4 

where gai denotes a prescribed value for the quantity to be specified. In the following, it will be verified 
that the boundary conditions indeed satisfy the inequality equation (41). The prescribed boundary 
conditions would mean uL2 = uL3 = Tl = 0. Substituting these in Eq. (41) would make the left-hand side 
(lhs) of the inequality equation (41) as 

lhs = -c,u,~ cu;; + RaTa@)‘) - 2R,T,u;,c; (42) 

The boundary condition c,u,~ = gal gives CL /co, = - u:, /u, 1. Substituting this condition into Eq. (42), 
we get 

lhs=$(-u;, + C%)>O (43) 
al 

since the flow is subsonic. The boundary conditions for 1D and 2D cases can be verified in a similar 
manner. 

A second set of boundary conditions that can be specified for subsonic inflow stems from Schottky 
barriers. In this type of boundary condition the normal component of current is related to the 
concentration. For electrons and holes, this condition is given as 

-C,U,l = %l(cm - %J (4) 
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where u,~ is the thermionic velocity and cou is the equilibrium concentration. Using this condition, the 
second set of boundary conditions can be summarized as follows: 

and Tc, = ga, 

2D: u,, = -u,,, and T, =gu3 

3D: , urn2 =ga2, u,j =ga3 and T, =ga4 

For these boundary conditions, it can be shown that the inequality in Eq. (41) would be satisfied for the 
following condition 

(45) 

where g, = (ut,,cOa)/ca. The first set of boundary conditions are harder to implement for device 
examples as the quantity c,u,, is not generally known. 

It is to be observed that the prescribed c,, T, and tangential components of velocity (for multi- 
dimensional flows) are not well-posed boundary conditions, even though these are the commonly 
employed boundary conditions for device simulation. We do not suggest that the boundary conditions 
discussed above (and hereafter) exhaust all possible sets of boundary conditions. For instance, in the 
case of a high level injection of a diode, none of the above sets of boundary conditions seem to be 
appropriate. Development of a set of proper boundary conditions for such a device remains a subject 
for further investigation. 

4.4.2. Subsonic ou$ow (0 > u,i > -C,) 
For subsonic outflow, regardless of the space dimension of the problem, two boundary conditions 

need to be specified. Inequality equation (41) can be satisfied by choosing any of the following three 
sets of boundary conditions. 

1: c, =g,, and T, = go2 

and T, =gaz 

3: u,i =ga3 and $=g,, 

In semiconductor device simulation, the inflow velocity u,, is typically not known. So the first two sets 
of boundary conditions are more appropriate compared to the third set. For the first set of boundary 
conditions the inequality is satisfied, i.e. 

(46) 

since u,~ < 0 and the quantity inside the parenthesis is positive. In the second set of boundary 
conditions (again based on Schottky barrier), a velocity boundary condition similar to the one suggested 
for subsonic inflow is employed. In this case the inequality takes the form 

(47) 

since u,i < 0. Note that for this set of boundary conditions no limit is placed on the inflow velocity u,, 
Commonly employed boundary conditions for 2D simulations (assume the contact placement is 

parallel to x-axis) are c, = g,, , um2 = 0 and T, = ga,. Based on the above development this set of 
boundary conditions appears to be an over specification. 
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4.4.3. Supersonic injlow (u,, < C, > 0) 
For supersonic inflow one needs to specify 3, 4 and 5 boundary conditions for lD, 2D and 3D 

problems, respectively. The number of conditions would imply that all the basic nodal variables be 
specified. So the following set of boundary conditions can be specified 

T, =gan,d+2, c, =gnil, and u,;i =gp;i+l for i = 1, nsd 

The boundary conditions mentioned here pose an interesting physical question. As noted earlier, the 
inflow velocity is typically not known, i.e. u,i is not know. However, since the flow is supersonic we 
may impose that the inflow velocity cannot be greater than the saturation velocity. Alternatively, any 
other set of boundary conditions that satisfies the inequality (41) are also applicable. For the boundary 
conditions specified above, the left-hand side of Eq. (41) is equal to zero. It should be mentioned that 
in semiconductor device simulation, supersonic inflow boundaries are rarely encountered. 

4.4.4. Supersonic outjdow (0 > -C, > ~4,~) 
Independent of the space dimension, only one boundary condition needs to be specified for this case. 

Valid boundary conditions include setting a T, / dx = g, 1 or T, = g, 2. In this case the inequality takes the 
form 

lhs = -c,u,i (;3) ($)‘+ RmTa($)‘) - 2R,T&;, - 2c,R,T;u:,, (48) 

This equation can be rewritten as 

(49) 

In this case u,* <O and both (-u,~ - C,) and (-u,, + C,) are positive; hence the inequality (41) is 
satisfied. 

REMARKS: 

(9 

(ii) 

(iii) 

The examples for inflow and outflow boundaries and subsonic/supersonic cases are representa- 
tives of the possible sets of well-posed boundary conditions for the HD system. The boundary 
conditions discussed have either physical or mathematical basis and can easily be implemented. 
Mixed type of boundary conditions (involving the quantity and its derivative) are among the 
feasible sets of boundary conditions. Reference [12] has some examples on this type for Euler 
and Navier-Stokes equations. Mixed type of boundary conditions are not presented here since 
they are usually more difficult to implement. 
In practice, simulations are performed without verifying the well-posedness of the boundary 
conditions. If stable numerical schemes are employed, exponential growth in the solution can be 
avoided. However, where possible it is recommended that well-posed boundary conditions be 
specified to avoid steep gradients in the solution and to ensure the convergence behavior of the 
numerical scheme. 

5. Numerical scheme for two-carrier hydrodynamic equations 

The most common numerical schemes employed for semiconductor device simulation are finite 
difference and finite volume based schemes. See [23,25] for an overview of finite difference or volume 
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based schemes for drift diffusion equations, [7] for the extension of these schemes to energy transport 
equations and [8,9] for the application of difference based schemes to hydrodynamic equations. 

Finite element methods have not been attempted with much success to device simulation [25] as the 
standard Galerkin finite element method exhibits spurious oscillations when the exact solution contains 
steep layers. Hughes and Brooks developed a Streamline Upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) [15] finite 
element method which can resolve steep layers in the exact solution efficiently. Sharma and Carey [28] 
implemented this SUPG finite element formulation for the traditional drift diffusion equations. Hughes 
et al. [16-18,26,27] generalized the SUPG finite element formulation to Galerkin/least-squares finite 
element formulation and successfully applied it to compressible and incompressible behavior of fluids, 
In [l], a Galerkin/least-squares finite element formulation is applied to treat the single carrier 
hydrodynamic semiconductor device equations. In Galerkin /least-squares finite element formulation 
terms of a least-squares type are added to the variational equation obtained from the Galerkin method. 
These least-squares terms vanish when the exact solution is obtained, thus making it a consistent 
method. GLS is a higher order accurate method with good stability properties. The temporal behavior 
of the HD equations is discretized using a discontinuous Galerkin method in time [19]. This 
discretization consists of a constant-in-time approximation, which leads to an inexpensive and highly 
stable first-order time-accurate algorithm, ideal for steady problems. 

In this section the details on extending the Galerkin/least-squares formulation to two-carrier 
hydrodynamic device equations are presented. 

5.1. Variational forms for the hydrodynamic equations 

Let the variational function spaces S, and IY,, both consist of continuous functions with square 
integrable first derivatives within each space-time slab. The solution space S,, is the set of all such 
functions satisfying the essential boundary conditions. While the weighting function space, fin, is made 
up of functions whose value is zero where essential boundary conditions are specified, i.e. 

S, = {Vu IV, Eff’(Qn)3~,(V,> =g&> on B,) 

~~={WaIWuEH’(Q,,),o~(w,,=Oon B,} 
(50) 

where Q,, = 0 x 1, is the space-time slab with boundary B, = r x I,,. D, and 0: denote the nonlinear 
boundary condition operators for the ath carrier and g, denotes the vector of prescribed boundary 
conditions. 0 denotes the multi-dimensional spatial domain with boundary r and Z, = It,, t, + , [ denotes 
the nth time interval with t, and t,,+, as the nth and (n + 1)th time levels, respectively. Before stating 
the weak form, it is useful to introduce the following notation: 

(51) 

(55) 

In Eq. (5517 @,,I,, d enotes the number of space-time finite elements at time level n, Qz = fiz X I,, 
denotes the domain of element interior, and IZ~ denotes the unit outward normal. Note that the 
operators defined in Eqs. (51)-(55) are symmetric, i.e. (W,, V,), = (V,, W,),. 
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The weak form can be stated as follows: Within each Q,, n = 0, . . . , N - 1, find u, E S,, such that for 
all W, E IY,, the following variational equation is satisfied 

B(W,Y v,),, = V%Ul (56) 

where 

B(WaY V,)CX, = ((-wm,,)Y U~(V,))o, - (twa,i>T FEL(V,))Q, + ‘CwaT V,)Q, 

- twaY F,K>>Q, + CWaCt,+l)? uaK(t,+l)))fl + (Wa7FZiK) -F~iK))Bn (57) 

and 

UK),, = (K(C)t KRK)))n (58) 

Eqs. (57) and (58) are obtained by multiplying Eq. (18) with the weighting function and performing 
integration by parts. It is to be observed that the operator B in Eq. (56) is non-symmetric. 

Let Si and 8: be the finite-dimensional approximations to S,, and an, respectively. The time- 
discontinuous Galerkin formulation can be written as follows: 
Within each Q,, n = 0, . . . , N - 1, find Vt E Si such that for all Wk E 19: the following variational 
equation is satisfied 

&X(W:, I%, = ~GAL(W:)on 

where 

(59) 

&ML(IC I??),, = ZVC 0,” 

&4,0C),, = (WX )> YKXt, ))) 

A jump condition terms of the following form 

(60) 

(61) 

is added to the variational equation 
term 

W&,)Jl =KK)--m(c) (62) 

to enforce weak initial conditions for each space-time slab. The 

denotes the jump in time of U, in the time slab. 
The Galerkin finite element formulation summarized in Eq. (59) possess poor stability properties 

when the global solution has steep gradients. Spurious oscillations are often observed in the vicinity of 
steep layers. In the following a time-discontinuous Galerkin / least-squares formulation is developed 
which possess improved stability properties as well as robustness. 

5.2. Time-discontinuous Galerkin /least-squares formulation 

The space-time Galerkin / least-squares finite element formulation for the a th carrier hydrodynamic 
transport equations can be stated as follows: 
Within each Q,, n = 0, . . . , N - 1, find Vk E Sf: such that for all Wt E Sf: the following variational 
equation is satisfied 

4Xs(CC),, = &,sP%, (63) 

where 

The stability emanates from the addition of a least-squares term to the Galerkin formulation 
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(66) 

The least-squares term is proportional to the residual and therefore only contributes to regions where 
the Galerkin method fails to resolve the transport of carriers. The governing differential operator, L$ is 
given by 

where ee is a non-unique operator and is defined as 

F, = -c,vu (68) 

‘GLSa is an lZdof x ndof symmetric positive-semidefinite matrix of intrinsic time scales. This is discussed in 
greater detail in the next sub-section. 

Finite element discretization 
The finite element interpolation is introduced 

(69) 

where uhn,+‘) are ath carriers ndof x 1 nodal unknowns, NY’(x) is the matrix of shape functions for nth 
space-time slab and (n,,), is the number of finite element nodes for the nth space-time slab. As in the 
Galerkin finite element method, the weighting functions are interpolated using the same functions 
N$‘(x), i.e. 

(70) 

Substituting the finite element interpolants, Eqs. (69) and (70), into the Galerkin / least-squares 
variational equation, Eq. (63), a non-linear systems of equations is obtained 

G&J, ; us”‘; u:“‘) = 0 (71) 

Eq. (71) means that the non-linear algebraic equations to be solved at time-level (n + 1) for the ath 
carrier, G,, are a function of the ath carrier entropy variables at time-level (n + 1) and the electron and 
hole entropy variables at time-level n, uy) and LJ~‘, respectively. The non-linear system of equations 
can be solved by linearizing Eq. (71) with respect to the unknown variables u, and applying a 
time-stepping algorithm in the format of a predictor multi-corrector algorithm [l, 261. 

5.2.1. Design of intrinsic time scales matrix: rGL,s 
A design of the time scales matrix 7oLs for non-linear hydrodynamic equations is very complicated. 

Generally, simpler one-dimensional scalar equations are used as model problems and the results 
obtained from the analysis of the one-dimensional model problems are extended to multi-dimensional 
systems. Definitions provided for multi-dimensional systems are not necessarily optimal. Hughes et al. 
[18] have examined such approach to the modeling of several fluid flow problems and they showed that 
excellent results can be obtained when one-dimensional results are extended to non-liner multi- 
dimensional problems. Employing a similar approach, we consider the following scalar one-dimensional 
advection-diffusion equation with source term 

u’p., = kp.,, + cscp (72) 

Following the conditions given by Shakib [26], a 7 for the scalar advection-diffusion equation with 
source term can be written as 
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(73) 

where the subscript s denotes the scalar equation and h is the mesh size parameter. Eq. (73) can be 
rewritten as 

q~.(l+c($)2-$-o.5 7s = zu (74) 

where ‘Ye = uh/2k. In Eq. (74) the first term in the product of three terms can be considered as the 
design of T for advection limit case (i.e. in the absence of diffusion and source) and the next two terms 
can be viewed as the corrections for the presence of diffusion and source terms, respectively. More 
optimal definitions of r can be derived for Eq. (72). However, they are more expensive and the gain is 
often little. The result obtained in Eq. (74) can be generalized to the system of equations as discussed in 
the following: 

Consider a constant-coefficient one-dimensional system of equations in the hydrodynamic form, i.e. 

U,, + AU,, = KU,,, + F (75) 

Employing a change of variables, a symmetric system of equations can be obtained 

A”,v,, + iv,, = ti,,, + F” (76) 

A”, is constant matrix and can be expressed in a product form as A”, = UT. Defining X = LTV, Eq. (76) 
can be transformed into a new system of equations 

x,, + Ax,, = Rx,,, + F (77) 

where i = L-‘iLeT , if = L-‘l!fLTT and p= L-‘g. The eigenvalues for the three systems of Eqs. 
(75)-(77), are identical. If we denote the eigenvectors to be ?P, Q, and v for Eqs. (75), (76) and (77), 
respectively, then the following relation holds 

!P = A”,@ = L(LT@) = LY (78) 

Defining X = Yx, where Y = [v, , . . . , v,] Eq. (77) becomes 

Yx,, + AYX,, = &xx,, + F (79) 

where A=YAY-’ and A=diag[h,, . . . , A,]. Multiplying Eq. (79) by Y T, from the left, one obtains 

X,‘ + Ax.1 = YTKYX,,, + Y’F (80) 

The similarity transformation discussed above diagonalizes only the 2 matrix but not the diffusion and 
source matrices. More general transformation procedures can be considered to diagonalize more than 
one matrix at a time, but the procedures are more expensive. The term r defined using the above 
procedure is generally sufficient to obtain a stable and robust finite element method. 

The ith scalar component of Eq. (80) can be written as 

Xi,t + AiXi,x = kiXi,xx + c,ixi (81) 

where ki = Y Tgyl= cDTiGi and cSi = -@J’&&. Eq. (81) is similar to the scalar advection-diffusion 
equation considered in Eq. (72) and the two equations are in fact identical for steady-state problems. A 
7Si (subscript si denotes the ith scalar equation) can then be defined for Eq. (81) (analogous to Eq. 
(73)). The intrinsic time scales matrix can now be defined by considering a Galerkin/least-squares 
formulation for Eq. (77) and diagonalizing the variational equations using the transformation procedure 
discussed in [18]. This procedure leads to the definition of 7 as 

roLs = @ diag(TS,, . . . , Tab, . . . , T$,)@~ (82) 
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where T,, is the definition for scalar equation given in Eq. (81). For two carrier hydrodynamic 
equations, Eq. (82) can be generalized as 

~GLSn = @a diag(7,L,,, . . - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (83) 

5.2.2. Consistency 
The consistency of the Galerkin/least-squares formulation, Eq. (63), with the strong form of the 

boundary value problem may be verified by replacing Vz by V,, i.e. 

BGLS(Wi3Vu)nu -LCjLS(wZ)tza =” (84) 

Substituting the expressions for B,,, and Lo,, (Eq. (59)) into Eq. (84) and integrating by parts, we 
obtain 

I a,,wl:.[~*.,(V,)+F~,.,(~!,)-FR,,,(~,)-F,(~)JdQ 

+ GCWf:).7,,(%Yr)dQ =o (85) 
rr 

Since V, is the exact solution and is smooth, the residual and the jump term are exactly zero, i.e. 

,iey, = 0 (86) 

I W,(W,))J 1 = 0 (87) 

Since Wz is arbitrary, Eq. (85) can be rewritten as 

u,.,(v,) +%(V) -F<:,, P) - F,(V) = (1 (88) 

which is the strong form of the problem stated in Eq. (18). 

5.2.3. Entropy production: stability analysis 
In this section the hydrodynamic conservation laws are analyzed for stability. Stability of the 

numerical algorithms is vital for numerical calculations. It is a well known fact that the Clausius- 
Duhem inequality provides the conditions for physical stability of the system under consideration. It is 
crucial that the numerical algorithms obey these stability conditions. In the following, it will be 
established that the numerical algorithms discussed in this paper obey these stability conditions. 

Clausius-Duhem inequality 
In non-equilibrium thermodynamics, the balance equation for entropy reveals that the entropy of a 

volume element changes with time for two reasons: (1) entropy flows into the volume element and (2) 
there is an entropy source due to irreversible phenomena inside the volume element. The entropy 
source is always a non-negative quantity, since entropy can only be created, never destroyed. For 
reversible transformations the entropy source vanishes. This is the local formulation of the second law 
of thermodynamics. By combining the second law of thermodynamics with the macroscopic laws of 
conservation of mass, momentum and energy an expression for the rate of change of the local entropy 
can be obtained [21]. 

The conservation laws contain a number of quantities such as the diffusion flows, the heat flow and 
the pressure tensor, which are related to the transport of mass, momentum and energy. The entropy 
source may then be calculated if one makes use of the Gibbs relation which connects the rate of change 
of entropy in each mass element to the rate of change of energy and the rates of change in composition. 
The Gibbs equation relating the entropy to the other properties of the system is given by 

T, ds, = de:’ + P, dv, (89) 

In the following, a stability condition will be derived by appropriately modifying the conservation laws. 
The equation for the conservation of momentum can be modified to obtain a balance equation for the 
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creation of kinetic energy. Multiplying the momentum conservation equation by a velocity component 
uai and summing over all i the balance equation is obtained as 

Notice that the equation for conservation of particle number is utilized to obtain (90). In Eq. (90), 
[ap,i/at],,, denotes the ith component of the collision term for the momentum equation. Subtracting 
the kinetic energy expression (90) from the energy conservation equation gives 

aei”* a? 
‘a $ + ‘cz’oi * + ‘~2 

I 
!!$y+ &;t _y)[~]..l +2$ [!!$qo, 

1 
[ 1 aw, = a4ai _- _- 

m, at col axi 

Eq. (91) can be rewritten as 

( aeint a% 
ccl A+ P/g at 

1 _- 
[ 1 
aw, = a9oli -- 

ma at col Xi 

(91) 

(92) 

where v, = l/c, is the specific volume and h, = ezf + P,v, is the specific enthalpy. 
Using Gibbs relation, Eq. (92) can be rewritten as 

Considering the Fourier heat conduction law qai = - t?aT,,i and the expansion 

aqai h --=T(vTfx)2- Ta(9aiITm),t 
axi a 

Eq. (93) can be written as 

1 _- 
[ 1 aw, 

m,T, at co1 
=+(VT,J’ 

IX 

For our intended purpose, Eq. (95) can be rewritten as 

1 _- 
[ 1 aw, 

m,T, at co1 
=+(VT,)’ 

(I 

(95) 

(96) 

Observing that the quantity on the right-hand side of Eq. (96) is positive, an inequality of the following 
form can be obtained 
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Eq. (97) is the statement for the production of entropy and serves as the basic stability condition for the 
hydrodynamic device equations. 

REMARKS: 

6) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Entropy production is governed by the Clausius-Duhem inequality. Clausius-Duhem inequality 
is also referred to as the second law of thermodynamics in some references (see [21] for a 
discussion). Thus, Eq. (97) is referred to as the local form of the Clausius-Duhem inequality for 
the conservation laws governing hydrodynamic semiconductor device equations. 
Clausius-Duhem inequalities can be derived for problems governed by the conservation laws of 
mass, momentum and energy and have been derived for the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations 

[171. 
It is important to note the contribution of collision terms to entropy production equation (97). 
Note also that the electric field terms do not contribute to entropy production. 
The Clausius-Duhem inequality is also the physical stability condition for the conservation laws. 
Numerical formulations should not violate the Clausius-Duhem inequality. 

Significance of entropy variables 
The choice of variables employed to solve the set of conservation laws can play a significant role in 

the quality of numerical results. While any meaningful variables can be used to solve the conservation 
laws, we were motivated to use the entropy variables partially due to their success in producing superior 
results when applied to compressible Euler and Navier-Stokes equations [27]. Importantly, the use of 
entropy variables leads to a global statement of stability. A stability result is obtained by dotting the 
symmetrized system with V, (vector of entropy variables): 

Noting that (these results can be obtained directly from the definition of coefficient matrices obtained 
using the entropy variables) 

Eq. (98) can be rewritten as 

(99) 

(100) 

Substituting & = -c,s, in Eq. (loo), we obtain 
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1 _- 
[ 1 aw, 

m,T, at 
30 

col (101) 

Eq. (101) is identical to the Clausius-Duhem inequality, Eq. (97). That is, the Galerkin/least-squares 
finite element solution based on entropy variables automatically inherits the entropy production 
property of the hydrodynamic device equations. 

Integrating Eq. (100) over Q obtains 

Observing that the term on the right-hand side is non-positive, Eq. (102) can be expressed in an 
inequality form as 

(103) 

Stability result from Galerkin /least-squares variation form 
In this section it will be shown that the numerical algorithms discussed in this paper obey the 

Clausius-Duhem inequality and hence are stable formulations. Consider the statement of the finite 
element space-time weighted residual formulation given in Eq. (63). 

Substituting Vt for W, in Eq. (63) and summing over all the time slabs, i.e. 

“c’ J r-v:,, 
n=o Q. 

. U,(V:) - V:,i *F:,(V;) + V;,i *f,(V”,)V”,,j - V: * F,(V;)] dQ 

N-l 

+ y j- [V”, . (F;,(Vi) - F;i(Vh,))ni] dP + y j- Za W; . Q.~~&V~ dQ = 0 
n=O P” n=o Q’. 

Furthermore. note that 

- I, 
n 

V;,i .F’,,(V:) dQ = - I, 
n 

V;F;ini dP + I, V:F;i,i dQ 
n 

(104) 

(105) 

(106) \ I 

I Qn 
- vt., * KO’:)dQ = I, V”, +a,,(V:)dQ -I, [V”,(t,+,)@Xt,+,) -v”,(t:P:(t;>] dfl 

n 

Using Eqs. (99) and (106), Eq. (105) can be rewritten as 
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and noting that 

i, X:,,dQ = i,, [Xh,(T-) - X:(0+)1 do - ^c’ 1 [x:(c,‘) - xefi(t,)l do 
,,-I fJ 

Eq. (107) becomes 

(110) 

In Eq. (11 l), all the quantities on the right-hand side are 
is positive). Therefore, Eq. (111) can be rewritten as 

6, [Xt(T-) - X;(O+)] da + 1, (a’:.::. - $) dP 
(I 

(111) 

negative (see Appendix for the proof that (Y,, 

8W 
LI 

at 
dQa0 (112) 

Eq. (112) is the exact analog of the entropy production inequality derived earlier in Eq. (103). Hence 
we conclude that our numerical formulation conform with Clausius-Duhem inequality and are entropy 
stable. In Eq. (ill), the second and third terms on the right-hand side are the contributions from the 
least-squares term and the discontinuous Galerkin term, respectively. In the presence of small diffusion 
(the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (111)) the stability comes primarily from the least-squares 
and the discontinuous Galerkin terms. 

6. Numerical scheme for Poisson equation 

A standard Galerkin finite element formulation is implemented for the Poisson equation. Advanced 
numerical methods like the Galerkin/least-squares formulation are not needed for the Poisson equation 
as the Galerkin finite element method is known to be stable for equations of type (4). The Galerkin 
finite element formulation for the Poisson equation can be summarized as follows: 
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Let the variational functional spaces S, (subscript p denotes Poisson equation) and 8. both consist of 
continuous functions with square integrable first derivatives. The solution space S, is the set of all such 
functions satisfying the essential boundary conditions. The weighting function space 8p is made up of 
functions whose value is zero where essential boundary conditions are specified, i.e. 

{S,=lCIlrCrEH’(~),9=gponr,} (113) 
- - 

{19~= $]$EH’(fl), t+5=Oonq} (114) 

where gp are the prescribed essential boundary conditions applied on the boundary rg. Consider the 
following notation for the definition of the weak and Galerkin forms 

(116) 

Weak form 
The weak form is stated as follows: Given 8, f and hi, find $ E S, such that for all 4 E I?$, 

&A& 4) = L,(6) (117) 

where 

B&A $7 @) = ap( $7 @), (118) 

L,(6) = ($7 f)n + ($3 ‘Wrh, (119) 

Note that hi = #,ini are the natural boundary conditions prescribed on boundary G;, and f = 
_E(C1 - c* - N; + NA). 

Galerkin form 
Let Si and 8: be the finite-dimensional approximations to S, and ap’,, respectively. The Galerkin 

formulation can be stated as follows: Given 8, f and hi find lCIh E Si such that for all 4” E 19: 

B&V, 0 = LJ3”) (120) 

Using a standard finite element discretization [14], a matrix form is obtained which is solved for the 
electrostatic potential I,!I~ at all finite element nodes. The electric fields are computed at the center of 
each element and then projected onto the mesh nodes using smoothing procedures of a least-squares 

type WI. 

6.1. Consistency 

The consistency of Eq. (117) with the strong form of the boundary value problem may be verified as 
follows 

B,(JI> Ilr) - L,(JI) = 0 

~a,(~,~)-(~,f)n-(i,ehi)r,,=O 

+(% eV$) - (6, f)n - (3, ehi)r,,, = 0 

*(& eV@),),, - (4, VV% - (& fL - (& oh,&,,, = 0 

3 -(& (ww) +f ))n + ($7 e(w - hi& = 0 

(121) 

The above equation gives 
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V@V$)+f=O onl2 (122) 

which is the original equation (Eq. (4)) to be solved and 

V$n, = h, on r, (123) 

which are the prescribed natural boundary conditions. Hence, the consistency to the original form of 
the equation to be solved is verified. 

6.2. Stability 

Stability is established as follows 

(124) 

Eq. (124) means that the left-hand side matrix operator is positive definite, which is basically the 
stability statement for the Galerkin finite element formulation [16]. 

7. Solution schemes 

The coupled Poisson and the two-carrier hydrodynamic equations are solved employing a staggered 
scheme, which resembles the popular Gummel procedure [lo] (Fig. 1). The Poisson equation is first 
solved for the electrostatic potential. The electric fields are computed from the obtained potential by 
using smoothing procedures of a least-squares type. The computed electric field values are then used to 
solve the electron hydrodynamic equations for electron concentration, velocities and temperature. The 
electron hydrodynamic equations also require the hole concentration and since the hole concentration 
at the current iteration is not available, the value from the previous iterate is used. We next solve the 
hole hydrodynamic equations for hole concentration, velocities and temperature. Since the hole 
hydrodynamic equations are coupled to the electron concentration, either the currently computed 
electron concentration or the one computed in the previous iteration can be used. A faster convergence 
can be obtained if the currently available electron concentration is used. The computed concentrations 
for electrons and holes provide a new source term to the Poisson equation. This procedure of 

1 E (9, c 2(i-l) 

1 E (9, c ,W c l(i-l) 

Fig. 1. A staggered scheme for solving coupled two-carrier hydrodynamic device equations. 
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alternatively solving the Poisson and the electron and hole hydrodynamic equations is repeated until all 
the equations are solved to a desired tolerance. 

A number of advantages can be accounted for the proposed staggered scheme. First, it is simple and 
the storage requirement is much less than treating the coupled system as a whole. Second, the method 
converges for almost all arbitrary initial guesses. Third, the separation of the two systems allows the use 
of efficient solvers developed for each system. For instance, a non-symmetric equation solver is needed 
for the electron and hole hydrodynamic systems but only a symmetric solver is needed for the Poisson 
equation. For some problems, we can also minimize the cost by solving the Poisson equation as 
accurate as possible but relaxing the tolerance for the solution of the hydrodynamic system during the 
iterative process. The fourth advantage is that we can study the error estimators for each system 
separately, thus simplifying the complexity of the problem. However, by solving all the equations as a 
single system, a much faster convergence to steady-state solution can be obtained, if good initial guesses 
can be provided. 

8. Numerical examples 

In this section, numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the performance of the finite 
element method described in the previous sections. Examples of one- and two-dimensional two-carrier 
pn diodes are solved in forward bias. The operation of pn diodes poses several challenges to the 
numerical schemes as the examples involve localized regions (also termed as depletion regions) where 
the carrier concentrations vary over several orders of magnitude within a distance of few tenths of a 
micron. By presenting numerical results for these examples a number of issues are demonstrated: First, 
the single-carrier formulation can be extended to two-carriers in a straight forward manner. Second the 
performance of the numerical scheme (stability, robustness and accuracy) are not effected by the 
addition of a second carrier or the device operation in high level injection and finally, the proposed 
formulation requires minimal changes to extend the computer program for single carrier simulation to 
incorporate the second carrier. 

8.1. Example 1 

The first example is a one-dimensional silicon n+p diode which is 1.0 Frn in length and is operated in 
forward bias. The n+-region is doped with 1.0 x 1018/cm3 and the p-region is doped with 1.0 X 1016/ 
cm3. The n+ region is 0.2 pm is length and the doping in the n+p transition region varies as a Gaussian 
function with u = 0.01 Km. The geometry of the diode is shown in Fig. 2. The boundary conditions 
applied are given as follows: 

Atx=Oum c1 = 9.9 X 101’ cme3 
T,=T,=300Kand 

JI = &4%) 
At x = 1.0 Frn c2 = 1.0 x 1016 cmm3 

T, = T, = 300 K and 

* = -&W*) + kl,ppl 
where Jlb(ZV) is the built-in potential (a function of doping, N) defined as 

n+= 10’ cm-3 0 = 0.01 
1.0 

pm 
x - x (I’m) 

0 0.2 J p = 1.0 x 10’6 af3 1.0 

Fig. 2. Geometry of a one-dimensional pn diode. 
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and N,,, NA are the net donor and acceptor concentrations. I,&,, denotes the applied bias which is taken 
as 1.0 V. The initial conditions for the time-marching scheme that we employ to reach steady state are 
as follows: 

At t=O c,(x,O)= Nn2NA+ [(Nn;Nq+ct,](“: c~(x,oj?&) 

u,(x, 0) = u,(x, 0) = 0.0; and 

T,(x, 0) = T,(x, 0) = T,, 

in this problem a continuation method is used, i.e. a bias increment of 0.2 V is applied starting at 0 V. 
We used 1001 mesh points with a uniform mesh spacing of 10 A. A non-uniform mesh of 250 mesh 
points with finer spacing in the depletion region can also be used to obtain the same accuracy results as 
shown in this paper. We are currently designing adaptive algorithms to further investigate the issue of 
optima1 meshes without affecting the accuracy of the solution. The steady-state results for this problem 
as shown in Figs. 3-10. 

Figs. 3 and 4 show the electron and hole concentrations, respectively. The electron and hole 
concentrations vary by several orders of magnitude in a very small localized region. The electron 
concentration in the p-region and the hole concentration in the n-region increase significantly as the 
applied bias is increased. Figs. 5 and 6 show the electron and hole velocity, respectively. As the applied 
bias increases the electron velocity increases sharply and steeply near X = 1 pm. Also notice the steep 
drop in the hole velocity near X = 1 pm. These velocity components contribute to a significant increase 

le+20 I 1 I 1 

o.zv - 
0.4v ---- 
0.6V --.- 
0.w .. 
LOV -.- 

1e+20 5 

0.2v - 
0.4v -~~- 
0.6V -- 
0.8V 
I.OV - - 

1 I I I I I I -I 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I ” “.L V.4 “.b “.U I 

X-Axis (micron) X-Axis (maon) 

Fig. 3. Electron concentration (cm ‘) in steady state for forward biases of 0.2 V to 1.0 V with 0.2 V increments. 

Fig. 4. Hole concentration (cm ‘) in steady state for forward biases of 0.2 V to 1.0 V with 0.2 V increments. 

2._%+07 

2e+O7 

0 ^_.. r . . . . . r 
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,- -._.-._._.-._ _ _ _ _ _ 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 

X-AXIS (micron) X-Axis (micron) 

Fig. 5. Electron velocity (cm/s) in steady state for forward biases of 0.2 to 1.0 V with 0.2 V increments. 

Fig. 6. Hole velocity (cm/s) in steady state for forward biases of 0.2 to 1.0 V with 0.2 V increments. 
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Fig. 7. Electron temperature (K) in steady state for forward biases of 0.2V to l.OV with 0.2V increments. 

Fig. 8. Hole temperature (K) in steady state for forward biases of 0.2 V to 1.0 V with 0.2 V increments. 
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Fig. 9. Electrostatic potential (V) in steady state for forward biases of 0.2 V to 1.0 V with 0.2 V increments. 

Fig. 10. Electric field (V/cm) in steady state for forward biases of 0.2 V to 1.0 V with 0.2 V increments. 

in current as the applied bias is increased. Figs. 7 and 8 show the electron and hole temperature, 
respectively. The electron and hole temperatures undergo rapid changes near X = 1 Frn for applied bias 
of 1.0 V. This is because of the operation of the diode in high level injection. For low applied biases, 
small temperature drops can be observed in the depletion region. Fig. 9 shows the variation of the 
electrostatic potential in the diode and Fig. 10 shows the variation of the electric field which is the 
negative gradient of potential. 

8.2. Example 2 

The second example is a two-dimensional silicon pn diode which is 3.5 pm X 2.5 Frn. The nf-region 
has a doping of 1.0 x 1017 cmP3 and the p-region has a doping of 1.0 X 1Or5 cmW3. The transition 
between the n+ and p region is not abrupt and is treated as a Gaussian variation with u = 0.4 km. Two 
contacts are placed along the boundaries of the device and device is operated in forward bias. Both 
contacts are assumed to be ohmic. The geometry of the diode and the placement of the contacts are 
shown in Fig. 11. 

The n contact extends up to a distance of 0.5 km from the top leftcorner and the p contact covers the 
entire base. For forward bias operation of the diode, 0.0 V is applied on the n contact and 0.8 V is 
applied on the p contact. The boundary conditions are applied as follows: 

(i) Along contact l-2: c2 = 1.0 x 1015 cme3, u2 = 0 cm/s and 4 = -t&(/v’,,) + 0.8 V. 
(ii) Along boundaries 2-3 and l-5: u1 = u2 = 0 cm/s and aJl/an = 0 (Neumann boundary condition 

for potential). 
(iii) Along boundary 3-4: ur = u2 = 0 cm/s and a$/an = 0. 
(iv) Along contact 4-5: c1 = 1.0 X 1017 cmP3, T, = T,, and +!+,@I,,). 
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Fig. 11, Geometry of a two-dimensional pn diode 

Note that the boundary conditions specified above do not necessarily follow the boundary conditions 
discussed in Section 4.4. This is because 0.8 V can be considered as a high forward bias or a high level 
injection case and in this case c,cz = cr”, is not a reasonable approximation and hence the concentration 
for minority carriers is typically not known at outflow boundaries. Hence, in order to strictly impose the 
correct number of boundary conditions, mixed type of boundary conditions or their variants are needed 
and this can be quite challenging. Instead, we have imposed the boundary conditions in terms of the 
quantities that are generally known. This method of specification can lead to over specified or under 
specified systems of equations and robust numerical schemes are needed to guarantee convergence. Our 
results indicate that the numerical scheme proposed in this paper is not very sensitive to the 
specification of boundary conditions. However, the convergence of the algorithm could be slow. 
Adhering to the strict imposition of boundary conditions discussed in Section 4.4 can lead to boundary 
layers near the contacts. The reader should however note that the boundary conditions discussed in 
Section 4.4 are applied to low forward bias regime. 

The initial conditions are given as follows: 

At t=O c,(x,y,O)= ND;NA+ [(“p)2+C:~]0s; c’(x;y’o)=cl(~;,o) 

u,(x, y, 0) = q(x, y, 0) = 0.0 

UI(X, y, 0) = uz(x, y, 0) = 0.0 

T,(x, y, 0) = TAX, y, 0) = T,, 

For this problem a continuation method is used with a bias increment of 0.1 V starting from 0 V. A mesh 
of 64 X 47 nodes is employed. The steady-state results for this problem are shown in Figs. 12-22. 

Figs. 12 and 13 show the electron and hole concentrations, respectively. Similar to the one- 
dimensional example the electron and hole concentrations vary over several orders of magnitude in 
small localized regions and the numerical algorithm proposed is able to resolve such a sharp gradient 
effectively. Figs. 14 and 15 show the electron and hole velocities in the x-direction, respectively. 
Velocity overshoot can be observed close to the termination of n-contact. The velocity overshoot could 
be the result of the discontinuity in the velocity boundary condition. This velocity overshoot 
phenomenon does not occur in low forward bias cases. Figs. 16 and 17 show the electron and hole 
velocities in the y-direction, respectively. The electron and hole temperatures shown in Figs. 18 and 19, 
respectively, indicate that the electrons get heated more than the holes. The hole temperatures are very 
close to the room temperatures while the electron temperatures are slightly higher in the p-region. Fig. 
20 shows the electrostatic potential and Figs. 21 and 22 show the electric fields in the x and y directions, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 12. Electron concentration (cm-‘) in steady state for 2D pn diode in forward bias of 0.8V. 

Fig. 13. Hole concentration (cm-‘) in steady state for 2D pn diode in forward bias of 0.8 V. 

y-axis . 

Fig. 14. Electron x-velocity (cm/s) in steady state for 2D pn diode in forward biases of 0.8 V. 

Fig. 15. Hole x-velocity (cm/s) in steady state for 2D pn diode in forward biases of 0.8 V. 

Fig. 16. Electron y-velocity (cm/s) in steady state for 2D pn diode in forward biases of 0.8 V. 

Fig. 17. Hole y-velocity (cm/s) in steady state for 2D pn diode in forward biases of O.SV. 

9. Conclusions 

A space-time Galerkin/least-squares finite element method, proposed and implemented for two- 
carrier hydrodynamic equations, is able to solve the coupled semiconductor device equations efficiently 
and accurately. The proposed numerical algorithms are shown to be stable and consistent. A Clausius- 
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Fig. 18. Electron temperature (K) in steady state for 2D pn diode in forward biases of 0.8 V 

Fig. 19. Hole temperature (K) in steady state for 2D pn diode in forward biases of 0.8 V. 

Fig. 20. Electrostatic potential (V) in steady state for 2D pn diode in forward biases of 0.8 V 

Fig. 21. X-Electric field (V/cm) in steady state for 2D pn diode in forward biases of 0.8V. 
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Fig. 22. Y-Electric field (V/cm) in steady state for 2D pn diode in forward biases of 0.8 V. 

Duhem inequality is derived for the hydrodynamic conservation laws and the entropy variable based 
approach is shown to automatically satisfy this inequality. 

Theoretical results for boundary conditions are derived for the well-posedness of the hydrodynamic 
model. The practical difficulty in imposing the theoretically observed results is addressed for high 
forward bias voltages. A bridge needs to be built between theory and practice for special cases and this 
is a topic for further investigation. 

In earlier papers [l, 8,9], it was observed that the heat conduction term plays a very important role 
that can significantly affect the accuracy of the solution. Hence, new models have been proposed in 
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which the coefficient of heat conductivity is reduced [ll]. For the numerical examples shown in this 
paper, it was observed that the results are not significantly different with old and new heat conduction 
models. 

The numerical scheme proposed in this paper is computationally very intensive. Several hours of 
computing time could be needed if the simulations were to be performed on workstations. Parallel 
algorithms have been developed and implemented to efficiently solve complex device examples on 
state-of-the-art parallel machines. A discussion of the parallel implementation on a MIMD distributed 
memory computer is beyond the scope of this paper. Our current and future efforts involve the design 
and development of adaptive, parallel adaptive algorithms and three-dimensional device simulation. 
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Appendix 

LEMMA. 

a = 
an I, V”(t,‘)[[U(V”(t,))]] da - j- (%“(t,‘) - xh(t,)) d0 2 0 

w 

PROOF. Using Taylor’s formula with integral form of remainder 

@(t,) - X”(t,‘) + v”(~,‘w(V”@nN11 

= (,l (1 - ~)uw”kN11 *A”,‘w,+) - 4vJ(c2)Ilwk)11 d& I 

2 ~lw(Lm~,~ 

where IX];,,, = X. A”,iX 
Therefore, 
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